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ABSTRACT

This project aimed at the design of a guest House Database Management System. A

system to aid in the management and operation of a Guest House.

Information systems which are not carefully designed basing on good security practices

may lead to data loss, misplacement and redundancy. Method that were used to gather

information about the current system include; interview, record review and questionnaire.

It gives a detailed review ~of selected methods, instruments of data analysis and

presentations that were used when analyzing and evaluating the current system of the

Guest House. The methods applied attempted to establish and analyze the status of the

problem, appraising its effectiveness where problems existed, to try and find solutions.

The study was strictly carried out at Hiroz Guest House. The literature review elaborates

and gives a detailed perspective of Management Information System and databases as

viewed by different authors and researchers, effects and benefits of databases and data

management systems.

The researcher uses data collecting methods such as interviews, questionnaires and

document analysis in order to come up with findings that are used in designing a database

system, which will solve the problems faced currently with the manual system.
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CHAPTER ONE

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Database is an integrated collection of files in a computer system. It is a collection of

files stored in a computer, in a systematic way, such that a program can consult it and use

to answer questions.

(V.Rajaram, 1969) refers to a database as a collection of related data necessary to manage

an organization. It excludes transient data such as input documents, reports, and is usually

organized as an asset of elements.

Management information system (M.I.S) indicates a specific category for information

systems serving management level functions. It is an information system that use

recorded data as inputs into programs that produce routine reports as outputs. (James A.

O’Brien, 2000). Typically, they are designed almost exclusively to the internal, not

external, M.I.S primarily serves the functions of planning, controlling, and decision

malcing at the management level. Management information system combines various

elements that facilitates in data and information flow. With its ability to process data, the

computer is now re~arded as the most important and central element ii~ an information

system. With such great efficiency, speed and accuracy, and increased volumes and data

processed and stored, the computer has facilitated efficient infomrntion flow that has

widened the scope of management decision making as regards planning and control of

operations.(T.Lucey, 1997).

1.1 Background of the study

Hiroz guest house reservation center gives accommodation to international and local

tourists in the country. There are several things which it offers like breakfast, games,

dinner, and conference room.
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Hiroz guest house was founded about 6 years ago by Mr. Malcolm Kavuma ts general

manager and majority share holder.

Mr.Malcom Kavuma had made guest as a hobby and started the business in his own

house. Hiroz guest house operated out of Mr. Malcolm Kavuma house until five years

ago, when it moved to its present location. Managing the data resources was relative

simple during the first years of its operation. At first Mr. Malcolm Kavuma kept most of

the information needed to run the business in his head, although a few records were kept,

mostly for tax purposes. When the business expanded into a rented house, there were

about ten employees. Mr. Malcolm Kavuma kept hired a part-time bookkeeper to keep a

small set of book, including a general ledger and accounts receivable and payable ledger.

The books amounted to a small, centralized database that provided most of the

information needed to run the organization at that time. When Hiroz guest house moved

into its present location, the reservation had expanded, and its receiving had expanded,

and its receiving visitor’s volume had doubled in two years. Its worlc force had grown to

over 30 employees. This growth and complexity meant that Mr. Malcolm Kavuma could

no longer manage the operation by himself. He therefore organized the guest house into

functional responsibility. He organized it into 3 main sections each of which had a

manager.

Separate departments were also established for several business functions. Accounts

department, which dealt with payment of services offered to a customer. Sales

department which dealt with ordering and supply of goods in the guest house such as

soda, soaps, detergent, food, toilettes. There was service department which show the type

of services offered by the guest house such as dinner, breakfast, conference room and

entertainment.

Hiroz thus emerged from the entrepreneurial mode function department and managers.
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1.2 Statement of the Problem

Data stands a risic of being redundant and insecure, if a guest house manages it using the

classical file management system in their departments. Some of the department at Hiroz

guest house manages information using the classical file management system. Data stored

•in this format can easily be accessed by unauthorized people, hence prone to misuse, and

hence posing as a security risk. This therefore calls for a system that reduces malpractices

and inconveniences, promoting security and information sharing among authorized staffs.

1.3 Objectives

1.3.1 Main Objective

To design an information system that will provide and paramount security at all times in

that, only the authorized personnel can access information at any given time whenever

needed.

1.3.2 Specific Objectives

i. To collect data from the users of the system using various methods.

ii. To analyze data collected.

iii. To model data analyzed.

iv. To design an information system.

1.4 Scope

The project will concentrate on the stock control activities and business probesses of

Hiroz Guest house, like maintaining stock levels and automatic placement of orders

which will involve the store management as the major area of concern. The system will

analyze financial statements automatically to aid determine economic feasibility as well

as viability of future trends bf growth in the organization. However the system will also

be confined to the crucial stages of system development life cycle which will include

planning, analysis, design and implementation of a computerized stock control system.

Costing of any kind will not be in figures but will be shallowly discussed as well as
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issues of user training and the whole process of transition. Since the system will be built

in conjunction with the, current system, a prototype of the proposed system will be

produced with an implementation plan. -

1.5 Justification/Sign ilicance

The benefits arising from this system will go along in reshaping the flow of woric in the

organization. It will, as well cut down on the cost of all processes and eliminate several

bureaucracie~ since the current system relies heavily on file system of record keeping

which are not cost effective. The system will also help to strategize and harmonize the

job management structure making it easier to manage as well as improve the standard of

services offered to customers.

The staff will have adequate time to focus on the growth of the organization and how best

they can maximally utilize the available resources to steer the organization forward. This

will place the organizatidn in a better competitive position by changing it from manual to

computerized business.

The system will provide timely and flexible report delivery that in turn allows informed

decision making at the strategic and tactical level of management of the Hiroz guest

house. There is rapid data enfry, quick retrieval of common queries and reports and quick

retrieval of infomrntion. This will be achieved through creation of a computerized

environment which promotes concurrency.

1.6 Conceptual Model

The concept of the system will involve two important applications which will include

user interfaces allowing the organization staff to browse the different services available

and a database housing the various details about the products to be featured in the

database as well as other crucial information. To rollout the system, the following
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functionality should be put in place so as to lay foundation for the system using MySQL

and Visual Basic.

o A user fiiendly interface to allow the staff to interact freely with the system

without many complications to enhance adding, deleting and viewing of products.

• A database ~~hich will carry details about relevant information in hiroz guest

house.

a Order processing and shipping details for products ordered.

Figure 1.1 client server Architecture model (Welling & Laura; 2003)

The system user will first interact with the user interface which will provide him/her with

means to place a request to the database which maybe adding, deleting or viewing stock

records. The request is passed to compiler which processes it and includes a command to

link it to the available database. The results are passed through the same process.
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CHAPTER TWO

2.0 LITRATER REVIEW

2.1 Introduction

This chapter elaborates on the importance of management information systems and

databases as viewed by different authors and researchers, the effects and benefit of the

databases and database management systems, and different analysis and design

techniques used in analyzing the culTent and in defining user requirements for the new

system.

2.2 Management Information Systems

This is a general term used for computer systems in an organization or an enterprise that

provide information about its operation. It also refers to the people who manage these

systems.

If broadly defined, management information systems consider the study of information

systems in business and management. The term management information system also

indicates a specific category for information system serving management level functions.

It is an infonnation system that recorded data as inputs into programs that produce

routine reports as outputs. Typically, they are designed almost exclusively to the internal,

not external, management information system primarily serves the functions of planning,

controlling, and decision making at the management level. (T.Lucey, 1997)

Generally, management information system depends on underlying transaction

processing systems for their data requirements. Management information system is a tool

that summarizes and reports the organization’s basic operations. The basic data used for

operations are processed; compressed and are usually presented in long reports that are

produced on regular basis. The underlying function and objective of management

information system therefore lies in serving management concerned with weekly,

monthly and yearly results not day to day activities.
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Management information system combines various elements that facilitates in data and

information flow. With its ability to process data, the computer is now regarded as the

most important and central elements in an information system. With such great

efficiency, speed and accuracy, and increased volumes and data processed and stored, the

computer has facilitated efficient information flow and widened the scope of

management decision making as regards planning and control of operations (T.Lucey,

1997).

2.2.1 Information

Information generally, is assi~ned to data and its definition. A distinction can be clearly

drawn between data and information. Information unlike data can be broadly viewed as

any collected ideas, written or verbal. Whereas data involves facts and figures in their

raw form, information must be processed and useful in planning. Data on the other hand

can be referred to as streams of raw facts representing events occurring in organizations

or the physical environment before they have been organized and arranged into a form

that can be understood and used. (Chaudahary, 1997)

2.2.2 System

A system in simple terms consists of a set or a group of interrelated elements, interacting

components working together to achieve a stated objective. The components of a simple

system include,

i. An input that is raw data for processing which may include raw materials,

physical resources, human resources and Imowledge of information.

ii. Processing, transforming raw data into useful information. The activities involved

include; sorting, editing, classifying and formatting.

iii. Output. The final processed information for the end user, the result of operation. It

is the objective for which the system is defined.
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iv. Feedbaclc. That is to say the function that makes possible the control over the

system operation.

A system is usually subdivided into different subsystems. Therefore an organization in

these cases is the subsystem. The system concept of management information system is

concerned with interrelating all the subsystems involved. (James A. O’Brien, 2000)

We are therefore concerned with two systems in these cases.

i. Management —improv~ the operations and service delivery of the guest house.

ii. Management information —is concerned with providing information flow

integrating the management process and o~ganization.

Thus management information system consists of groups of people, sets of data,

machines, equipments, that store, process and retrieve data for efficient use in planning as

a common goal.(Jarnes A.O’brien,2000).

2.3 Information systems

Information system are interrelated components working together to collect, process and

store and disseminate information system decision making, coordination, control analysis

and visualization.

Fig 2.1.System elements
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An information system can be any organized combination of people, hardware, software,

con~munication networks and data resources they collect transform and disseminate

information in an organization (James A. O’Brien, 2000)

There are however two basic information systems that builds the overall information

system. -

o The operation control system, which supports the ongoing operations within the

organization and is concerned with capturing and processing data arise from the

daily activities and maintain data files to generate information.

o The management controls system supports management in planning, controlling

and decision making by providing the necessary information needed for this task.

The system is mainly concerned with manipulating the already captured and

stared data it embraces decision systems for decision malcing

2.4 Information system resources -

The information system resources as the basic components of an important role in the

system build up. Some examples of information system resources are outlined in the table

below;

People resources:

Specialist-system analysts, software developers, system operators

End-users-other people who use the information.

Hardware resources:

‘Machines-computers, scanners, disk drivers, printers, video monitors

Media-floppy disks, magnetic tapes, optical disks, hard disks.
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Software resources:

Programs-operating system, spreadsheet, word processing, graphics, Microsoft access

procedures-data procedures, error collection procedures e.t.c.

Data resources:

Information description: Employee files, Guest in, room records

Network resources:

Communication media, Network access and communication software

Information production:

Management reports and business documents using text graphics display and paper forms

Table 2.2. Examples of information systems resources and products

2.5 Databases

A database is an integrated collection of files in computer system. It is a collection of

files stored in computer in a systematic way such that a computer program can consult

and use it to answer questions.

(Rajaraman, (1996) refers to a database as a collection of related data that are necessary

to manage an organization. It excludes transient data such as input documents, reports

and intermediate results obtained during processing. For better retrieval and sorting

records are usually organized as a set of data elements.

A database may be shared or distributed database. (Silberschaz, 2002)

o Shared database: it is a database shared by the users in one organization or

company in one location. They can be found in local area networks (LAN). The

organization owns the database, which is often stored on a microcomputer or
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mainframe. Users are linked with the database through terminals or

microcomputer workstations.

o Distributed database: it is one that is stored on different computers on different

lOcations connected by client’s server network.

2.6 Database Management System (DBMS)

A DBMS is a complex set ot sofiware programs that controls the organization, storage,

management and retrieval of data in a database. DBMS are categorized according to

their data structures or types, sometime DBMS is also known as Database Manager. It is

a set of prewritten programs that are used to store, update and retrieve a Database.

Database management systems is also a set of procedures that manages the database and

provide access to the database in a form required by an application program since it can

access files at the same time, database software is better than classical file systems that is

used to dominate computing (Hutchinson and sawyer, 2000).

The DBMS accepts requests for data from the application program and instructs the

operating system to transfer the appropriate data.

When a DBMS is used, information systems can be changed much more easily as the

organization’s information requirements change. New categories of data can be added to

the database without disruption to the existing system.

Organizations may use one kind of DBMS for daily transaction processing and then

move the detail onto another computer that uses another DBMS better suited for random

inquiries and analysis. Overall systems design decisions are performed by data

administrators and systems analysts. Detailed database design is performed by database

administrators.
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A database management system consists of the following:

o A modeling language to define the schema of each database hosted in the DBMS,

according to the DBMS data model

• Data structures (fields, records, files and objects) optimized to deal with very

large amounts of data stored on a permanent data storage device (which implies

relatively slow access compared to volatile main memory

o A database query language and report writer to allow users to interactively

interrogate the database, analyze its data and update it according to the users

privileges on data. It also controls the security of the database. Data security

prevents unauthorized users from viewing or updating the database. Using

passwords, users are allowed access to the entire database or subsets of it called

sub schemas.

o A transaction mechanism, that ideally would guarantee the ACID properties, in

order to ensure data integrity, despite concurrent user accesses (concurrency

control), and faults (fault tolerance). It also maintains the integrity of the data in

the database. The DBMS can maintain the integrity of the database by not

allowing more than one user to update the same record at the same time. The

DBMS can help prevent duplicate records via unique index constraints; for

example, no two customers with the same customer numbers (key fields) can be

entered into the database

2.7 Database maintenance

Database cannot be created once and for all, but creation and maintenance is a gradual

and continuous procedure (C.j. Date, 2002). The creation and maintenance of database is

under the influence of system software lcnown as database management system. The

users of the databases communicate their requirements to the database using the Database

Description Language (DDL) and the Data Manipulation Languages (DML) via the

DBMS. In fact the DBMS pr~vides an interface between the user’s program and the base

contents of the base, the DDL and DMLs are used to;

i. Add new files to the base.
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ii. Incorporates fields on to the exist record in the base.

iii. Delete the obsolete records.

iv. Caffy out adjustments on the existing records i.e. amend the records. -

v. Expand the database capacity, for it to cater for the growth in data volume for

enhanced application requirement.

vi. Link up all the data items in~ the base logically.

2.8 The Effects of Databases and DBMS

In the 1950s when the commercial use of computers was just beginning, magnetic

tapes were the storage medium and the records and files were stored sequentially.

To work with these files, users needed a file management system. With time new

technology and new software was introduced. (Brian K.Williams Et al, 2001).

2.8.1 Advantages of Database and DBMS

Improved data integrity: because of reduced redundancy there are increased chances

of data integrity-which the data is accurate, consistent and up to date because each

updating is only done in one place i.e. cascade update and cascade delete.

Efficient data access: a DBMS utilizes a variety of sophisticated tools to store and

retrieve data efficiently. These features are important if the data is stored on external

storage device. -

Increased user productivity; database management systems are fairly easy to use, so

- that users can get their request for information answered without having to result to

technical manipulations. In addition, users don’t have to wait for a computer

professional to provide what they need.

Reduced data redundancy; instead of the same fields repeated in different files in a

database, the information just appears once. The biggest advantage of the database is

that the same information is available to different users. Moreover reduced
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redundancy lowers expense of storage media and hardware because data can be stored

on the media.

Increased security: although various departments may share data in common, access

to specific data can be limited to a specific user thus though the use of usernames and

passwords only legitimates or authorized members can access these information.

More program independence; with database management systems the program and

the file formats are the same, so that one programmer or even several programmers

can spend less time maintaining files. -

Isolation; the results of transaction are invisible to other transaction until transaction

is complete. For example if you are running an accounting report at the time that

George is transferring money, the accounting report program will either see the

balances before George transferred the money or after, but never the intermediate

state where checking has been credited but saving yet not debited

Concurrent access and crash recovery; a DBMS schedules concurrent access to the

data in such a manner that the user can think of the data as being accessed by only

one user at a time

2.8.2 Disadvantages of Using Database and DBMS

Initial training required for all programmers and users. Users and all programmers will

need to be trained which will require an additional cost. (C. j. Date, 2002)

Database systems are complex, difficult and time consuming to design. For a database to

be maintained and developed It needs a skilled person. (Silberschatz, Korth, 2002)

Extensive conversion costs in moving from file management system to a database

system. It will require more time to organize and normalize the data.

(Addison Wesley, 1995)
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Substantial hardware an4 software start-up cost. Setting up database will require special

software and hardware to implement it which is expensive.

(Brian K. Williams Etal, 2000)

2.9 Conclusion

Basing on the above discussed points, it is remarkable that with a rapidly changing

computer industry, designing a sustainable management system is rather a challenging

task. The cost of acquiring, organizing, storing and transmitting infom~ation has tumbled,

and in addition advancement in microprocessor tecimology has lead to the dramatic

reduction in the cost of information and information system. Several areas like strategic

business management, globalization, information architecture, information system

investment, responsibility and control are affected by management information concept.
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CHAPTER THREE

3.0 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

3.1 Introduction

This chapter gives the details of the design, methods, instruments, data collection and

analysis and presentation that were used when analyzing and evaluating the current

system at the Hiroz guest house. It also mentions the stakeholders involved and the

procedures used during the research. -

3.2 Feasibility Study

This was the study carried out so as to checlc if the whole process was viable. It was a

preliminary investigation which emphasized “look before you reap” approaches before

starting and implementing the project. It involved determining the implications of the

system teclrnically, legally in terms of operation and also economically in comparison to

the system in existence.

3.3 Target Population

Various categories of people were featured and aired their views during the research. The

current staffs in the guest house were the most inimediate contributors, where they helped

establish the wealcnesses of the current system. The research involved the top manager

where the research mainly dealt with, middle level staff who were 10 and operational

staff which included store keepers and those concerned with the delivery-of food,

ordering new stock as well as the receptionist who issues room to the customers.

3.4 Sample Selection

The criteria of choosing the sample heavily depended on the key responsibilities of each

person expected to. contribute to the research. The manager gave details about the

policies, objectives, organizational structure and other information relevant to the

research concerning his docket. The middle staff helped acquire information concerning

business procedures, problems encountered during their day to day responsibilities and

relevant information under their jurisdiction. The operational staff highlighted on
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customer relation, motivation, and routine tasks that ensure that the organization is

running smoothly.

3.5 Research Procedures

Prior to embarking on the research, permission was sort from the relevant authorities.

This was necessary because every organization has preset procedures of operation in their

line of command. Later we visited the organization as a means to familiarize ourselves

with the work environment as well with the organization staff before getting to interview

them. This helped us to create a friendly environment so that they could also feel at ease

when being interviewed. Interviews were later scheduled alongside questionnaires on a

timely structure with the respondents so as to avoid inconveniences on the business.

Other methods that followed later were observatibn and document analysis which mainly

aided to counter check the facts gathered by the other research methods. The data was

analyzed for documentation after which recommendations were drawn based on the facts

gathered. -

3.6 Data collection methods

3.6.1 Interviews

We used this method to collect data because it’s the most significant and productive fact

finding method used to obtain first hand information. We interviewed 10 workers in

Hiroz guest house and 2 team members who gave us first hand information and insight to

the challenges faced using the classic file system. They all agreed that there are a lot of

activities running in the guest house hence there was a need to come up a system that can

be shared and also one that will offer security.

We used this technique to study and analyze the cun~ent system. Users administrators of

the system and part of the management staff were interviewed concerned the performance

of the current system, how it works, its reliability, its requirements and its limitations.

Also the clients were to get their opinions on how the proposed system would benefit

them and if it has any advantage on their side; and we were surprised to learn that they
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were enthusiastic about the proposed system. We especially used the note taking in

gathering facts during the interviews.

3.6.2 Questionnaires

Tins method was used bçcause some employees were unavailable and mostly too busy to

be interviewed. It also served as a supplement to interviews. Employees were supplied

with questionnaires and given one week duration to fill them. The main aim was to

establish how they rate the current system, its problems, challenges they face while

executing their duty and most importantly, how they would feel if a new improved

system is implemented. The ~oncerns raised from these methods are summarized in the

next subchapter (research findings)

3.6.3 Document Analysis

We examined the existing documents, forms, journals, books and magazines. Sometimes

Tecords are believable than what people say and thus we decided that it would be good to

get facts from the documents as way to counter check what had been interviewed. We

applied this method at the end of the system study. The records reviewed included:

written policy documents, mles and regulations, standard operations, procedures used in

the organization and other documents.

3.7 Research findings

After carrying out the research on the current system, there were many inconsistencies

and weaknesses that we found needed corrective as well as perfective maintenance and

these facts formed the basis for our system requirements. There are about three computers

that are scattered in the organization’s departments. These machines are not networked

and are used for usual purposes of word processing and infonnation storage. This gives

no room for efficient sharing of information across the departments which bore our first

concern of data redundancies and wastage of system resources. With the increase in

business anticipation and as the company grows, a lot of data is being generated and this

has resulted into shortage of storage space. Theclerks concerned collect data manually
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and sometimes information collected is incomplete because copies are lacking. This

meant loss of productivity for staff It may therefore take days for the responsible staff to

collect all information like missing copies of manifests. It is therefore a tedious activity.

Data must be collected on ‘daily basis for entry into the system. There is lack of

collaboration betwebn concerned departments when it comes to the use of data that has

been collected by the various departments leading to replication and lack of integrity. A

lot of time could be saved especially in collecting the same information that may already

be available in another department. This occurs because doubts are cast on the accuracy

of the figures. It is important for relevant information to become only available to the

relevant people. Retrieval of information was also a major concern as it was tedious and

time wasting.

3.8 limitation of the study -

With respect to limitation that threatens the quality of our research said to in number of

perspective and factors including;

I) Lack of enough reference books in the university library specifically, no Visual

Basic books are avai4ble in the library currently. This made it difficult for us to

come up with software in good time.

2) Poor information by some interviewees since they claimed to be busy or were

reluctant for fear ofjob security.

3) It was time consuming since we had to design questionnaires for the absent and

• busy staff members.

4) Some of the questionnaires were retained till late by the respondent, delaying our

study and analysis of the system. This culminated to the delay of moving to the

next phase of the system development.

3.9 Conclusion

With all these findings put into consideration, it necessitated a new system that could be

more efficient and implemented using a reliable database management system

implemented in the client’s premises. We therefore developed a system using mysql as

the database of choice, as will’be seen in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER FOUR

4.0 SYSTEM ANALYSIS AND REQUIREMENT ELICITITATION

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter we looked at the requirements needed for the new system to be

implemented which included hardware, software, security and also the user requirements.

Implementation deals with the process of converting the system specifications into

executable programs. System specification involves processes of software design and

programming.

4.2 Analysis

The system has been developed with scalability in mind and can be developed flirther to

enhance perfomance and meet user needs as they arise. This gives space for future

expansion inline with the growth of the Hiroz Guest House to meet and couter

competation and ensure reliable services.

4.2.1 Requirement Analysis and Definition

This phase involved visiting the client company and interacting with the staff of the

concerned department to try and come up with the system requirements and form a basis

for our software development. The system constraints and services were established in

this stage and planning was underway basing on the fact gathered

4.2.1.1 Hardware and software requirements

During hardware evaluation it was found that the machines in use were not enough and

also very slow to match the needs of the growing business. The following hardware was

recommended to be purchased either to upgrade the existing machines or to install new

machines in the system.

o Six computer sets (complete with keyboard, mouse and monitors)
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o Pentium IV processor with 2.4 GHZ processing speed

o CD-Rom drives

o 256-512 MB of RAM

o 80-120 GB hard disks

The computers were then networked with one of them acting as a central server along

with other necessities like the photocopiers, UPS and also network cables.

Software tools put in place included Msql, visual basic 6.0 and either windows 2000 or

windows Xp operating systems.

4.2.1.2 User and Security Requirements

These basically included use of security passwords to prevent unauthorized persons from

accessing the system as well as installation of antivirus programs like Avast to prevent

viruses and worms.

Users were supported in antivirus ways by the system as defined during requirements

analysis and so the system was able to:

o Update and delete records as required.

o Generate reports to be used by administrators for management purposes

• Give customers and staff details whenever needed.

4.3 Data and Documents Flow

The sales, purchase and stores department receive documents from the suppliers and

customers such as order requests, delivery notes and e-mail from customers who prefer to

operate through these means. Thousands of these documents exist and are stored in file

cabinets and contain data overtime and this has resulted in considerable physical storage

• space being used to store these documents. It therefore becomes difficult to get specific

information and this becomes’a problem. The general flow of documents is as follows:
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4.4 System Software Development (The System Development Life Cycle)

We used this model to develop our software, successful development project that satisfies

the user requirements, is developed in a timely and economical fashion, and is resilient to

change and adaptation. The researchers believe that this model will be able to promote

creativity and innovation. At the same time, the development process must be controlled

and measured to ensure that the project is indeed completed. The system here involves

three parties; the owner of the system, eventual system users and the application

developer. These three partips must play an important role in making sure that the

intended qualities of the proposed system are met and so they to have a common

compromise point as illustrated in the figure below:

Compromise point

End user Application developer

Fig 4.4 Three parties to the system development depicting the point of compromise

The waterfall model used involved five major stages. The principle phases of the model

are mapped onto major development activities; it was our responsibility to go through all

these phases that are elaborated in the subtopics below so as to accomplish the goal of the

~lient.

Client
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4.4.1 System and Software Design

In this phase the requirements gathered in the analysis phase were divided into two

groups; software and hardware. The hardware required, helped define the architecture of

the proposed system while the software design the fundamental abstractions and their

relationships were defined. According to the system in question, we stated our design

objectives as

o Flexibility

o feasible

• Meet user requirements

o Efficient

The output of this stage was an architectural model consisting of the specifications of

the components which describe what each component must do by specifying the

interfaces of the components.

4.4.2.1 Logical system design

The infomiation gathered in the requirement analysis step is used to develop a high level

description of the data to be stored in the database, along with the constraints that are

lcnown to hold over these data. This step is often canied out using E-R model.
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List of services

Verified order
Room

Customer

Fig. 4.3 Context Diagram for the Proposed Diagram

4.4.2.2. Entity Relationship Diagram

This is part of the system development methodology that provides an understanding of

logical data requirements of a system independent of the system’s organization and

process. It presents a static review of relationships between different entities (Raghu,

2000). ¼

it is a conceptual data model that views the realworld as entities and relationships and

was originally proposed by (Peter, 1976) as a way to unify the network and relational

database views.

The ER model helped us to describe the data in terms of objectives and their relationships

hence we used it to develop an initial database design.

ply is in stock
—~1A~ounts I
Receive p; yment
for service given

~es

Report n service offercd

Out of sto :k notice

Confirms if sul

- Hiroz Guest house
Stock and sales

- Processing system

Cust
Orders

Confirmed order

Invoice

mer logs in
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4.4.2.3 Physical design

• Customer table (customerid, name, age, sex, cust type)

o Stock table (item_id, supply_name, supplier_name, quantity, unit_price,

exp_date)

o Supplier table (suppliqr_id, supplier_name, supply_date, credit)

o Accounts table(acc_no, customerid, type_of_service, receipt_no, room_no)

o Room table (roomno, customerid, smoking policy, customer type,

check in date,ch eck out date)

• Service table (service_no, dinner, breakfast, conference_room, entertainment)

4.4.3 Implementation Coding and Testing

The system was developed using visual basic 6.0 in creating the user interfaces. The

choice was based on user friendliness of the tool. The database was developed using

Msql. In this stage the components from the design were realized as a program unit. Each

unit was either verified or tested against specifications obtained in the design stage.

4.4.4 Integration and System Testing

The individual program units representing the components of the system were combined

and tested as a whole to ensure that the software requirements have been met. V/hen we

were satisfied with the product, it is then that we allowed the client to test the system

(acceptance testing) and this was an exhaustive process as it was the stage which would

prove whether the system would produce some result under known conditions.

4.4.5 Operation and Maintenance

This is where the system is installed and put into practical use. Maintenance included all

changes to the product once the client agreed that it satisfied the specification document.

It consisted of two phases; corrective maintenance or software repair which involved

correcting errors which were discovered in earlier stages of development process while
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leaving the specification unchanged while secondly enhancement maintenance was done

to include those elements that the client felt should be included to improve on the

~pecification. We expect the users to be trained on how to use the system and also offer

data and physical security through passwords and. usernames.

4.4.6 System Specifications

The proposed system is designed to meet the needs of Hiroz Guest house as far as

independent monitoring of stock and transactions of the company is concerned; it is also

designed to capture the required data, process, and store and make it available for

manipulation by management for accurate and timely planning and control of operations.

The system is designed with a user friendly interface that will ensure ease of use and

avoid errors and other shortfalls that arise with the classic file system.

4.5 Conclusion

In general, the methods we used in collecting the data required were quite good and we

obtained substantial information, although some questionnaires were not returned by the

respondents. This data from the respondents was of great importance in coming up with

the system requirements both functional and non-functional and also the user, hardware

and software requirement.

The method used by the researched in system development was quite efficient because it

is a phased process and one of the methods widely used in software development.
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CHAPTER FIVE

5.0 SYSTEM MODELLING ANT) DESIGN

5.1 Final Testing

Testing for the system has been done with the available data in the organization and also

keeping user’s requirements in mind. This may not be perfect though, but there is room

‘for further exhaustive analysis in the future to remove the bugs and make the system

more robust. All in all the system was found to• meet all the the requirements that the

organization needed but with room for more improvement in the future.documentation

was made so as to give chance to future users of the system who may need to improve

and add more flinctionalities to the system. -

5.2 Logical design

Mapping tables

The user data in the database is represented as relations as seen in the entity relationship

diagram. The colunms of the table contain fields and rows of the table contain records for

particular entities in the guest house environment,

-- Table structure for table ‘accounts’

CREATE TABLE ‘accounts’ (
‘ACCOUNTNO’ varchar(5) collate latini_general_ci NOT NULL,

‘CUSTOMERID’ varchar(6) collate latinl_general_ci default NULL,

‘SERVICETYPE’ varchar(12) collate latini_general_ci default NULL,

‘RECEIPTNO’ varchar(12) collate latinl_general_ci default NULL,

‘ROOMNO’ varchar(3) collAte latinl_general_ci default NULL,
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PRIMARY KEY (‘ACCOUNTNO’)

ENGINEMyISAM DEFAULT CHARSET1atin1 COLLATE=latinl general ci;

Table structure for table ‘customer

CREATE TABLE ‘customer’

customer id’ varchar( 10) NOT NULL,

‘Name’ varchar(20) NOT NULL,

‘Age’ int(5) NOT NULL,

• ‘Sex’ varchar(10) NOT NULL,

‘Originality’ varchar(30) NOT NULL,

PRIMARY KEY (‘customer id’)

ENGINEMyISAM DEFAULT CHARSET=latinl;

Table structure for table ‘room’

CREATE TABLE ‘room’ (
‘ROOMNO’ varchar(4) collate latini_general_ci NOT NULL,

‘CUSTOMERID’ varchar(1 0) collate latini_general_ci default NULL,

‘SMOKINGPOLICY’ varchar(l 2) collate latini_general_ci default NULL,

‘CUSTOMERTYPE’ varchar(1 2) collate latinl_general_ci default NULL,

‘CHECKINDATE’ date default NULL,

‘CHECKOUTDATE’ date default NULL,
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PRIMARY KEY (‘ROOMNO’)

ENGINE=MyISAM DEFAULT CHARSET=latinl COLLATE=Iatinl_general_ci;

Table structure for table ‘stock’

CREATE TABLE ‘stock’ (
‘Item id’ int(l 1) NOT NULL,

‘SupplY name’ varehar(25) NOT NULL,

‘Supplier name’ varchar(30) NOT NULL,

‘Quantity’ int(12) NOT NULL,

‘Unit price’ varchar(20) NOT NULL,

‘Expiry date’ date NOT NULL,

PRIMARY KEY (‘Item id’)

) ENGINE=MyISAM DEFAULT CHARSET=latinl;

-- Table structure for table ‘supplier’

CREATE TABLE ‘supplier’ (
‘Supplier id’ int(1O) NOT NULL,

‘Supplier name’ varchar(30) NOT NULL,

‘Supply date’ date NOT NULL,

‘Supplier address’ varchar(30) NOT NULL,

‘Credit’ varchar(l 1) NOT NULL,

PRIMARY KEY (‘Supplier id’)

• ) ENGINE=MyISAM DEFAULT CHARSET=latinl;
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5.3 Presentation of the system

Below are some of the interfaces used to build the system.

Report accounts

~ui zo*m~~zj

It displays all the details that the accounts table has in its database.

-IIROZ GLJESThOUSE ACCOUNTS REPORT

accomdno ctI3tOmOlIlt lypeotseivIco:

211712003

rocelp{no:

tO’

r000Illo:

acol ttOl II

a002 COO? 10002 r2

n005 COOS Itch ‘4

C007 LLO4CH Ff000

Pags ________

—2 o~ ~ 10111 dot (Cocrpaktl11y.. ~ P,~l LI P 0O t VOl j •~ OIsOlthclJO ~4 DataRcpotPl ~ 109 Ff4
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5.4 MDI FORM

fl ib

~ WELCOME TO HIROZ
GUESTHOUSE

~ ‘— Iiac~.~ie~x-...~I~ lit, —

It displays the forms that are in the system.



5.5 LOGIN FORM

HIROZ GUEST HOUSE

Use Nn

Add User

~4 .wn...I — -

This form is basically used for authentication purposes. The user is required to prove

his/her authenticity through a username and a password as shown above. If the wrong

password is enterd then access to the system is denied and the user is promted to enter the

correct username and password



5.6 ADD USER FORM

HIROZ GUEST HOUSE

User N3ne

a...

If a system wants to add a new user he/she is added in this form.



5.7 LOADING FORM

This fomi loads the system.



5.8 CUSTOMER DETAILS

WELCOME TO HIROZ
GUESTHOUSE

aISTaWERDETA/Is

DJSIOMER ID

4

e~I °~“~‘-I ~-. ~J&cicIb’.e~...t.Ia.e

This form display all the customer details that have reservered any services in the guest

house



5.9 ROOM DETAILS

Its display the details which the customer need to know about the room. It determines the

type of customer, whether adult or children.

‘C

WELCOME TO HIROZ

GUESTHOUSE

RO~I1DETAILS

____________________________ tNED~IN DATE

DJSTOMER ID OIEOCOUT DATE

SMOKING POUC, i

flF€OFWSTO~4ER II

a~~f~I ~““°“‘-~I Iawc~an_Iewta.al~ Il~ - -



5.10 STOCK DETAJLS

This form gives information of the stock items.

b lb 6

WELCOME TO HIROZ
GUESTHOUSE

STOCK

$UPctVIL6J4E MU~4’~lO

SUPflJER NSIE D~IRi DATE

114 — I

M~ ~-.~iI~~ -



5.11 Program code of the software.

Here in at this stage defined protocols are transformed into controls specifications by the

help of computer languages, at this stage in our research we converted the software

speciation into commands which resulted into a program that coordinated with

management information system of the Hiroz Guest house.

Codes for MIII form

Private Sub mnucloseClick()

Unload Me

End Sub

Private Sub mnucustomerClick()

frmcustomer. Show

End Sub

Private Sub rnnuorderClick()

frniorder. Show

End Sub•

Private Sub mnustockClick()

frmstock.Show

End Sub

Private Sub mnusupplier_Click()

fi-msupplier. Show

End Sub
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Codes for loading form

Option Explicit

Private Sub Form KeyPress(KeyAscii As Integer)

Unload Me

End Sub

Private Sub Form LoadQ

‘lblVersion.Caption = “Version ‘ & App.Major & “.“ & App.Minor & “.“ &

App.Revision

‘lblProductName.Caption = App.Title

End Sub

Private Sub FramelClick()

Unload Me

End Sub

Private Sub timerlTimerQ

Prog.Value = Prog.Value + 1

per.Caption = per.Caption + I

If per.Caption = “100” Then

Unload frmSplashl

‘frmlogin.Show

Unload Me

Timerl .Enabled = False

Endlf

End Sub
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Codes for login form

Private Sub cmdAdduserClick()

If (txtusemamel .Text = “henry”) And (txtpasswordl Text = “henryy”) Then

frmAdduser. Show

Else

MsgBox “Access denied, you do not have permission to add new user”, vbCritical,

“Waning”

End If

End Sub

Private Sub cmdCancelClick()

Unload frmlogin

End Sub

Private Sub cmdOkClick()

On Error Resume Next

Adodata.Recordset.MoveFirst

While Not Adodata.Recordset.EOF

If (txtusernarnel .Text = Adodata.Recordset.Fields(O)) And (txtpasswordl .Text =

Adodata.Recordset.Fields(I)) Then

MDlguesthouse.Show

Unload Me

Exit Sub

Else

Adodata.Recordset.MoveNext

Endlf

Wend

MsgBox “Access denied, incorrect username or password”, vbExclamation, “Warning”

End Sub
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Private Sub Form Load()

End Sub

Codes for order form

Private Sub cmdAddClick()

On Error Resume Next

customer.Recordset.AddNew

cmdSave.Enabled = True

cmdAdd.Enabled = Falsd

txtorderid.Enabled = True

txtnarne.Enabled = True

txtorderdate.Enabled = True

txtsuppliername.Enabled = True

txtunitprice.Enabled = True

txtquantity.Enabled True

End Sub

Private Sub cmd&IoseClick()

Unload Me

End Sub

Private Sub cmddeleteCiick()

On Error Resume Next

With customer.Recordset

If MsgBox(’Do you really want to delete this record?”, vbYesNo, “Confirmation”) =

vbYes Then

Delete
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.MoveNext

emdAdd.Enabled = True

If .EOF Then MoveLast

End If

End With

End Sub

Private Sub cmdSaveClick()

On Error Resume Next

customer.Recordset.Update

Form_Load.

End Sub

Private Sub cmdsearchClick()

On Error Resume Next

Dim search As String

search = InputBoxQ’Enter the result number to search”)

customer.Recordset.MoveFirst

While Not customer.Recordset.EOF

If LCase(search) = LCase(customer.Recordset.Fields(O)) Then

cmdSave.Enabled = True

cmdDelete.Enabled = True

cmdAdd.Enabled = False

txtorderid.Enabled = False

txtname.Enabled = False

txtorderdate.Enabled = False

txtsuppliername.Enabled = False

txtunitprice.Enabled = False

txtquantity.Enabled = False
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MsgBox “Search successful”, vblnformation, “success”

Exit Sub

Else

customer.Recordset.MoveNet

Endlf

Wend

MsgBox Result Record does not exist”, vblnformation, “Search fail’

End Sub

Private Sub Form Load()

cmdAdd,Enabled = True.

cmdSave.Enabled = False

cmdDelete.Enabled = False

crndSearch.Enabled = True

crndclose.Enabled = True

txtorderid.Enabled = False

txtname.Enabled = False

txtorderdate.Enabled = False

txtsuppliemame.Enabled = False

txtunitprice.Enabled = False

txtquantity.Enabled = False

txtcostid.Enabled = False

End Sub

Codes for customer form

Private Sub cmdAddClick()

On Error Resume Next

customer.Recordset.AddNew
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cmdSave.Enabled = True

cmdAdd.Enabled = False

txteustomerid.Enabled = True

txtname.Enabled = True

txtage.Enabled = True

txtsex.Enabled = True

txtoriginality.Enabled = True

End Sub

Private Sub cmdcloseClick()

Unload Me

End Sub

Private Sub cmddeleteClick()

On Error Resume Next

With customer.Recordset

If MsgBox(”Do you really want to delete this record?”, vbYesNo, “ConfinTiation”) =

vbYes Then

Delete

.MoveNext

cmdAdd.Enabled = True

If .EOF Then .MoveLast

End If

End With

End Sub

Private Sub cmdSaveClickQ

On Error Resume Next

customer.Recordset.Update
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Form Load

End Sub

Private Sub cmdsearchClick()

On Error Resume Next

Dim search As String

search = InputBoxQ’Enter the result number to search”)

customer.Recordset.MoveFirst

While Not customer.Recordset.EOF

If LCase(search) = LCase(customer.Recordset.Fields(O)) Then

cmdSave.Enabled = True

cmdDelete.Enabled = True

cmdAdd.Enabled = False

txtcustomerid.Enabled = True

txtname.Enabled = True

txtage.Enabled = True

txtsex.Enabled = True

txtoriginality.Enabled = True

MsgBox “Search successful’, vblnformation, “success”

Exit Sub

Else

customer.Recordset.MoveNext

End If

Wend

MsgBox “Result Record does not exist”, vblnformation, “Search fail”

• End Sub

Private Sub Form Load()
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cmdAdd.Enabled = True

cmdSave.Enabled = False

cmdDelete.Enabled = False

emdSeareh.Enabled = True

cmdclose.Enabled = True

txteustomerid.Enabled = False

txtnarne.Enabled = False

txtage.Enabled = False

txtsex.Enabled = False

txtoriginality.Enabled = False

End Sub
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CHAPTER SIX

6.0 Discussion, Recommendations and Conclusion

6.1 Introduction

It was earlier highlighted at the beginning of this project that the study came about for the

purpose of improving the current system that is used at Hiroz Guest House. The problem

was mainly due to lack of credible sources of information and as researchers we found

out that it was due to poor storage and analysis df data at the grassroots level.

6.2 Recommendations

We recommended before the application is put into flail use it should be tested in sample

field to eliminate any bugs that may not have been identified at the time of development.

Password levels may be increased to higher levels depending on the confidentiality of the

stored data. The current syste~ password is basically low level.

If opportunity allows, we hope that the features that have not been implemented in this

application but were originally desired features will be implemented in order on the

efficiency, reliability and user friendliness of this system.

We recommend the appointment of a systems administrator who will be in charge of

maintaining the system and also user training on the use of the new system.

Once in use should be run alongside manual files to prevent an unexpected

embarrassment that is parallel conversion should be adapted for the system once it is

implemented.

6.3 Conclusion

The guest hquse system is meant to be one of the most needed sources of the benchmark

information that will better performance for the Hiroz Guest House. The system was not
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developed without experiencing drawbacics as parlier expected. As such, it is fair to

aclcnowledge that the system has not been subjected to all kinds of tests that are necessary

for the system to be implemented to all kinds of platforms. A through division of the

constraints to determine the appropriate data values for different fields in order data

integrity is necessary, though the few sample data that the system was tested on was a

success. It would beneficial to consider other different platforms as the information

system evolves.
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APPENDIX II -Sample Questionnaire

1. When was the Guest House founded?

2. Which methodologies do you use to capture and store information?

D Manual Computerized (tick where appropriate)

3. What are some of the challenges that you face while undertaking these procedures?

4. Is there any step that has been taken as a remedy to the challenges faced?

D Yes No (tick where appropriate)
If yes, please state it (them)
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5. What are the fields that make up your data?

6. Do you have back-up copies for your data?

D Yes No (tick where appropriate)

If yes, state the kind of information you backup.

7. Flow often do you have records updated?

D After a year after six months

D After one month D regularly

(tick where appropriate)

8. Do you specialized record l~eeping staff?

D Yes

(tick where appropriate)
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i~ yes, what are some of the activities they perform and how do you ensure that every

record is where it is supposed to be?

9. Other than dealing with booking rooms, are there any other activities that take place in

this guest house.

Your support is highly appreciated. Thank you
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APPENDIX III — Interview

1. What is the current system used in the organization?

2. Are there any challenges with the existing system?

3. If any, what are the problems faced?

4. Give any suggestions on how the problems faced with the existing system can be

solved.

5. What are the services offered in the guest house?

6. How the records are stored if any and are they secure enough?
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APPENDIX IV -Introductory Letter

KAMPALA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY

P.O BOX 20,000

KAMPALA-UGANDA

l2TH~\,LA~y2oog

THE DIRECTOR

HIROZ GUEST HOUSE- KANSANGA

P.O BOX 46789

KAMPALA - UGANDA

Dear sir/Madam,

RE: REOUEST TO USE YOUR GUEST HOUSE AS OUR CASE STUDY

We are the students at Kampala International University, pursuing a Bachelor’s degree in

Information Technology. It is a requirement that we do a research project in order to

graduate.

• We therefore chose your Guest house as our case study, so as to investigate the

operations and challenges you face in daily operations.

We look forward for your positive response and approval of our request.

Yours faithfully,

Karongo Eunice Wanjim Kamau Roseanne Wanjiru
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